press i nformation
Anticipation in Nauders: Tomorrow the MAXXIS BIKE Transalp 2021
starts

Only sleep once more
In a few hours it will be time: The MAXXIS BIKE Transalp will
start its 23rd round after the pause in 2020. From 4 to 10
July 2021, over 600 mountain bikers will once again cross the
Alps in seven days - by mountain bike and with their own
muscle power. The challenge is to cover 577 kilometres and
18,875 metres in altitude from Nauders to Riva del Garda. In
addition to the classic two-person teams, this year for the
second time in the history of the BIKE Transalp you can also
start solo. The starting point of the stage race, which begins
tomorrow, is Nauders, where the anticipation is already
growing immeasurably today.
Nauders, 3 July 2021. Surrounded by mighty three-thousand-metre summits, in
the midst of magnificent forests and meadows, equipped with the finest trails and
paths, Nauders is an Eldorado for all mountain bikers. Numerous visitors are
travel to this mountain bike-friendly area every summer. The perfect place to
start the MAXXIS BIKE Transalp. In this cycling atmosphere, there is already an
absolute mountain bike flair. Your legs are already tingling when you look out of
your hotel room. Today the participants had the chance to test one or the other
trail and enjoy the views before the race starts tomorrow at race speed over hill
and dale.
After last year's break due to Corona, everyone is visibly happy. The organisers
are just as happy as the more than 600 participants that tomorrow, thanks to th e
active support of all the helpers and a comprehensive hygiene concept, the
starting signal for the event will finally be given.
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This year, there will be a lot to report during the seven days too. Exciting title
fights, interesting participant stories and entertaining anecdotes are waiting to
be told.
More information about the race and the route, including altitude profile and
results as well as press releases during the event are available at https://biketransalp.de/.
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